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Today, we’re excited to share a poignant essay on the craft of translation by the poet  
and translator Richard Greene who takes issue with a recent translation of a poem by 
Federico García Lorca posted recently by the Academy of American Poets.   
 
Let us know your thoughts on this or any other translation issues you come across: tag us 
on Twitter @TranslateMonth and share using #NTM2018 and #TranslateMonth2018.  
 
We’d love to hear from you: find us on Twitter @TranslateMonth, join our mailing list, 
submit a translation month event, or like our Facebook page. And celebrate translations 
and your favorite foreign authors this September and beyond. 
 
—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman 
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Sticking Close to the Original 
 

By Richard Greene 
 
 
One of the most egregious sins of translation is a translator thinking he’s improving on 
the original by changing it substantively. Even if the changes are an improvement, what 
the reader gets isn’t the translated poet but somebody else’s revision of his or her 
work.  Sometimes the changes are justifiable on the ground that a more accurate 
translation wouldn’t read well in English, but generally it’s better to err in the direction of 
accuracy unless a precise translation would be particularly awkward. 
 
Then there are the cases where changes do violence to the original. One egregious 
example I recall is a translation that rendered the German word pissen, meaning piss, in a 
poem by Berthold Brecht as “micturate”. Brecht could have used a pedantic euphemism 
if he’d wanted to, but it would have been very un-Brechtian, as it was of the translator to 
do so. 
 
This problem is illustrated more extensively in a translation of a poem by Lorca that was 
posted recently by the Academy of American Poets. Below are the translation followed 
by the original: 
 
[To find a kiss of yours] 

To find a kiss of yours 
what would I give 
A kiss that strayed from your lips 
dead to love 

My lips taste 
the dirt of shadows 

To gaze at your dark eyes 
what would I give 
Dawns of rainbow garnet   
fanning open before God— 

The stars blinded them 
one morning in May 

And to kiss your pure thighs 
what would I give 
Raw rose crystal   
sediment of the sun 

 
[Por encontrar un beso tuyo] 
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Por encontrar un beso tuyo, 
¿qué daría yo? 
¡Un beso errante de tu boca 
muerta para el amor! 

(Tierra de sombra 
come mi boca.) 

Por contemplar tus ojos negros, 
¿qué daría yo? 
¡Auroras  de carbunclos irisados 
abiertas frente a Dios! 

(Las estrellas los cegaron 
una mañana de mayo.) 

Y por besar tus muslos castos, 
¿qué daría yo? 

(Cristal de rosa primitiva, 
sedimento de sol.) 

What the translator renders as "my lips taste" reads in Spanish "my mouth eats". The 
translation may, or may not, sound better in English, but it may also be a significant 
departure from the original. There are words for lips and taste in Spanish, and changing 
my mouth eats to my lips taste may have violated Lorca's intention. He may have 
preferred the bluntness of "my mouth eats" to the delicacy of "my lips taste". 
 
Another example of the translator trying to improve on Lorca is the addition of the word 
"fanning" in the last line of the fourth stanza. It's not there in the original. Lorca wrote 
simply "open before God". A rainbow fanning open is a nice image, but to make the sins 
of the translation worse, the word translated as rainbow, doesn't mean rainbow in 
Spanish, although it’s root is in part of the word for rainbow.  It means iridescent, which 
is not only more precise but sounds better in the context. 
 
The Spanish word the translator renders as "pure" in the first line of the last stanza also 
means "chaste," a much better choice. This isn’t a case of attempting to improve on the 
original so much as simply a weak choice of word, but it may be that translators who are 
guilty of this sin, may also be those who feel most that they can improve on the original. 
 
Then the translator renders cristal de rosa as "rose crystal", which could be read as rose 
colored crystal and risks changing Lorca's meaning. "Crystal of rose" is admittedly an 
awkward phrase is English, but it's unambiguous, which rose crystal isn't. However, this, 
like the translation of castos as pure rather than chaste, seems to be an example of weak 
translation rather than deliberate change. 
 
Finally, the Spanish word in the penultimate line translated as “raw” is primitiva meaning 
primitive, but also primeval, which makes more sense than raw and is also much 
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stronger. Primitiva doesn’t mean raw. Here again the translator seems to be trying to 
improve on the original. 
 
My translation of the poem tries to stick closer to the original, with notes calling attention 
to choices posed by the translation and explaining why I made the ones I did. 
 
[To encounter a kiss of yours] 
 
To encounter a kiss of yours 
what would I give? 
A kiss that strayed from your mouth 
dead for love. 
 
(My mouth eats 
dirt of shadow.) 
 
To gaze into your dark eyes 
what would I give? 
 
Dawns of iridescent garnet 
open before God! 
 
(The stars blinded them 
one May morning.) 
 
And to kiss your chaste thighs 
what would I give? 
 
(Primordial crystal of rose, 
sediment of sun.) 
 
 
Notes 
 
The Spanish word encontrar used by Lorca does mean find, but it also means meet or 
encounter.  The original translation “To find a kiss” has a confusing connotation of 
search.  It can also mean come across unexpectedly, but so can encounter, and without 
the possibly misleading connotation. 
 
The Spanish word para in the phrase muerta para el amor does mean to, but it also means 
for.  The translation “dead to love” suggests that the kiss rejects all love, which might 
have been Lorca’s intention, but, as we can’t know what Lorca’s intention was, I prefer 
translating the phrase as “dead for love”, which preserves the ambiguity of Lorca’s text. 
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The original translation renders tierra de sombra as “the earth of shadows”. There’s no 
“the” in Lorca’s version, and I see no reason to add it. Also, “shadows” is singular in 
Lorca’s version, and I see no reason to pluralize it. 
 
The original translation renders the Spanish por contemplar tus ojos negros as to 
gaze at your dark eyes. It could arguably be translated as to gaze into, which is more 
intimate and powerful and seems to me more in the spirit of the poem, though that’s 
admittedly arguable. 
 
“One morning in May” is an accurate translation of una mañana de mayo, literally one 
morning of May, but so is one May morning, and the latter sounds better to me. 
 
Primordial is a synonym for primeval which, with it’s extra r and its l and d, echoed by 
consonants that follow, sounds more musical to me than primeval in the next to last line 
of the poem. 
 
Finally, I’ve stuck with Lorca’s original punctuation and formatting, seeing no reason to 
change them. 
 
 
About the author 
 

 
 
Federico Garcia Lorca, 1898-1936, considered by many Spain's greatest poet, was 
born and grew up in and near Granada in Andalusia, southern Spain, the center of 
Spanish gypsy (Flamenco) culture. and drew on the folk poetry and stories of the region 
in his work.  The dreamlike quality of those stories and poems, which can be seen in the 
translation discussed here, also strongly influenced Lorca and gave him, unsurprisingly, 
an affinity for surrealism.  Lorca died in his 38th year during the Spanish civil war, 
murdered by fascist soldiers. 
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About the translator—Richard Greene 
 

 
 
I became interested in poetry at age 8 when my parents gave me a set of children's books 
including one of poetry. Then in 8th grade (8 is my magical number), influenced by the 
musical opening lines of Longfellow's Evangeline, which we read in class, I began 
writing poetry. In college, I studied poetry with Henry Rago, later editor of Poetry 
magazine, but stopped writing during graduate school and after during a 38-year career in 
international development, resuming as retirement approached. My knowledge of 
Spanish comes from working for a number of years in Latin America, and my interest in 
translating poetry arose from an effort to understand and appreciate Spanish poetry, close 
reading being necessary for translation. 
 
 


